
CloudNine LAW™
Helping legal professionals meet increasing discovery demands. 
Rely on this trusted tool to ensure you can process all discovery data—electronic and paper—while providing 
maximum flexibility in production and in export to review.

• Support for over 2,000 file types for importing and exporting:
◦ Import directly from CloudNine Explore™ and export directly to CloudNine Review™ and Concordance® as 

well as other leading document review platforms in a wide range of formats.

• Scalable to handle even the largest imaging, endorsing, OCR or print jobs by just adding additional agents.

• Power production capabilities:
◦ CloudNine LAW leads the way in document production, including the most flexible imaging and 

endorsing capabilities.

Process and Produce Discovery
Data Reliably and Confidently

 with CloudNine LAW.

• See fast return on investment— often after just the first 
large litigation matter. 

• Improve cash flow by significantly reducing eDiscovery 
processing spend.

• Shorten learning curve and ease IT support burden.

• Take back control of the discovery process and 
 ensure that data is under direct oversight at all times.

877.595.6464  |  cloudnine.com

Benefits of CloudNine LAW



Additional Modules

Scan or TSI Scan paper documents into TIFF format.

TIFF Create TIFF images from all native documents.

E-Print Print native documents to paper.

Create PDF Files that you can easily search.

Full-Text 
Indexing

Search all extracted text as well as text resulting from optical 
character recognition (OCR).

 ABBYY OCR Create and index readable OCR text for difficult originals and
Unicode documents.

Analytics Identify near-duplicates and email threads with extracted and 
OCR text.

Searchable
PDF

Phone:  877.595.6464
Email:  sales@cloudnine.com
Web:  cloudnine.com

CloudNine LAW Case Study

Issue - The firm’s out-of-pocket 

discovery costs were skyrocketing 

along with growing concerns over loss 

of data control with outsourced 

processing solutions.  

Solution - Bring discovery processing 

in-house with CloudNine LAW to better 

control costs and client data.

Results - CloudNine LAW delivered fast 

ROI, improved cash flow and provided 

direct supervision of their client data 

with an in-house, easy-to-use solution 

for discovery processing.

About CloudNine

Every day, CloudNine Software helps 

our 1,000+ clients answer their most 

pressing discovery questions.

Established in 2002, CloudNine has 

offices in Houston, Raleigh and 

Dayton with remote employees 

throughout the USA.

New in CloudNine Law 7.0 

Turbo Import — 64-bit, 
multi-threaded ingestion 
engine providing linear 
scalability and multi-agent file 
processing to support the
“big data” challenge facing 
organizations today.

CloudNine LAW is so easy to use – I learned how to 
operate the software in just a few days and I’m now able 
to run data loading on up to 30 computers at one time.  

The software is simple but its capabilities are robust.

Admin Create cases and exports.

QC/Edit Move documents around, add delete, Bates number.

Endorse Brand or burn headers or footers into images.

OCR Convert image to searchable text.

Print Print image files out in a batch process with or without slipsheets.

Core Modules

CloudNine Differentiators 

FLEXIBILITY

On-premise, 
mobile, cloud or

hybrid deployment.

ADAPTABILITY

End-to-end or 
complementary 

applications.

COMMUNITY

Hundreds of experts 
around the world 

ready to help.

TECHNOLOGY

Easy to deploy, 
manage and use.


